
ScioSense Germany GmbH 

Project Buyer / Technical buyer m/f/d
 Stutensee  Feste Anstellung  Vollzeit

Who we are.

ScioSense is a leading technology company active in the field of sensors and semiconductors. With our history 
from a multinational corporation and together with financially strong shareholders, we offer smart sensors for 
OEM customers and for the automotive industry.

ScioSense is active worldwide in the development, production, and sale of sensors and sensor solutions. In our 
dynamic and rapid growing group with headquarters in Eindhoven (NL) and locations in Reutlingen (D), 
Stutensee (D), Pisa (I), Ji’nan (CHN), Shanghai (CHN), and Delaware (USA) about 130 employees work hard to 
support our customers in Automotive and High-Tech Industry. 

In our team in Stutensee oder Reutlingen we are looking forward to your support as

Project Buyer / Technical buyer m/f/d

Your key responsibilities.

Your qualifications.

Why work at ScioSense?

We are an innovative, rapidly growing market leader in the field of environmental sensors. Our employees
participate actively with their creative ideas to this exciting and international work environment. In addition to an
attractive salary and flexible working hours, we offer:

Would you like to join our team?

Please send your CV with motivation letter, including earliest starting date and salary expectations, to
careers@sciosense.com. For further information please contact our HR Manager Remco Spooren –
Tel. +49 152 90009800.

ScioSense Germany GmbH 
Friedrich-List-Straße 4 
76297 Stutensee

www.sciosense.com

Early involvement of procurement function in strategic important development projects as a core-team
member
Interface between engineering department, purchasing, and supplier
Securing project relevant purchasing services throughout the development project, for example, securing
the sourcing strategy in coordination with strategic purchasing, procurement of, for example, investment
items and/or external services, aligning project schedules with involved suppliers
Identifying, defining, and executing cost saving projects, also after SOP
Preparing sourcing decision proposals
Being responsible for RFQs of project specific needs
Order processing of technical complex demands, for example, engineering outsourcing, high value technical
items
Supporting negotiation and creation of contractual frameworks, for example, NDA and SOW

Bachelor of Engineering in either electronics, electrical engineering, semiconductor technology, or another
relevant technical field
Sound experience in purchasing of technical items
A few years of work experience as project buyer
Basic knowledge of semiconductor IC design, manufacturing, and testing process
Distinct knowledge of product development processes and project management
General broad technical understanding, a distinct commercial understanding, and negotiation skills
Basic knowledge of SAP, especially requisitioning processing, and order creation
Very good proficiency in German and English
Excellent skills in team collaboration, communication, problem-solving, and self-organisation
Interest to work in both IC design and procurement environment
MS Office knowledge is a must

Open corporate culture: flat hierarchies, short communication channels, and an open-door policy
Working on the technology of tomorrow for innovative international customers in the automotive and
consumer goods sectors
Mutual helpfulness, warm and open dealings with each other, and celebrating successes together
The opportunity to start the weekend on Friday afternoon thanks to flexitime

Reutlingen
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